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 by creating in the dark   

Fireworks Gallery 

"Jewelery All Around"

Fireworks Gallery, a Victorian era shop, is the ultimate destination to shop

for some excellent jewelry. The range offered and the designs available

are simply amazing. Whether you like diamonds, sapphires, emerald or

ruby, this store sure has something for every taste. The Aquamarine

Diamond Ring is one of the best, and is sure to make a few heads turn,

wherever you go. The highly skilled resident goldsmiths come up with

unique designs, have blended old world techniques, like hand engraving

and filigree, with today's state of the art technology. So, flaunt your style

statement by visiting this jewelry store in the city's downtown historic

district.

 +1 902 420 1735  www.fireworksgallery.com  info@fireworksgallery.com  1569 Barrington Street,

Halifax NS

 by Public Domain   

The Black Market Boutique 

"Eclectic Wares"

Opened in 1988, The Black Market Boutique is owned and run by a

bohemian couple whose passion for travel is reflected in the eccentricity

of their shop. Their eclectic collection from funky jewelry, trinkets to

quirky gifts and accessories, ethnic wear and handicrafts showcases the

various places of their travels. If you are looking for something unusual

and affordable, then this is the place to be

 +1 902 423 5724  www.blackmarketboutiqu

e.ca/

 blackmarketboutique.hfx@

gmail.com

 1545 Grafton Street, Halifax

NS

 by Public Domain   

House of Moda 

"Striking Ornamenets"

If chunky pieces and lots of color are your thing, then House of Moda is a

must-visit store. It sells Bohemian ornaments that instantly add glam to

any outfit. Previously, the brand only accepted wholesale orders and

made bespoke jewelry; this Spring Garden Road showroom is the first

brick and mortar store. Heavy necklaces and colorful bracelets embedded

with Swarovski crystals are favorites here. Shop for multi-string bead

necklaces, oversized scarves stitched by hand, and glittery bangles

among other accessories. It also has a line of jewelry in rose gold and

sterling silver. Prices range from affordable to high for the quirky

merchandise.

 +1 902 407 4147  houseofmoda.ca/  modabyozlem@gmail.com  5486 Spring Garden Road,

Unit 201, Halifax NS
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 by mikefats   

Sock It To Ya 

"Fashionable Socks & Sleepwear"

Situated within Spring Garden Place, Sock It To Ya is a retailer of trendy

socks, nightwear and swimsuits. The socks are available in a variety of

styles from plain unicolored ones to those with elaborate patterns. There

are socks to suit formal occasions, kids' collections with animal prints,

feminine pink ones and knee-length stockings. You can also shop for

trendy dressing gowns, lingerie, leggings, tights and jewelry at this store.

Products from brands like Calvin Klein, Spanx, Happy Socks, Filodoro and

Bleuforêt are stocked here. So head to this shop to find the perfect pair of

socks to match your stylish shoes.

 +1 902 429 7625  shopsockittoya@gmail.com  5640 Spring Garden Road, Spring

Garden Place, Halifax NS

 by Christian Guthier   

The Vault 

"A Unique Sense of Style"

The Vault is a stylish shop for luxury watches and handcrafted jewelry in

unique styles. Located within Spring Garden Place, this showroom has

pleasing decor in silver and violet hues, which mirrors the elegance of its

jewelry. The handcrafted ornaments include whimsical charms, bracelets

and pendants with colorful floral and beaded patterns. The Pandora

charm bracelet is the signature item sold here, available in both gold and

sterling silver varieties, with embedded gems and pearls. Besides, it also

sells ornaments of niche brands like Satya Jewelry, Atelier Mon, Holly

Yashi, Dogeared and Pyrrha. The timepieces are more conventional as

compared to the jewelry and include watches from brands Daniel

Wellington and Anne Klein.

 +1 902 425 3624  www.thevaultjewelry.ca/  christine@thevaultjewelry.c

a

 5640 Spring Garden Road,

Unit 302, Spring Garden

Place, Halifax NS
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